TRIAL MEN ready FOR RECORD SEASON

Trials Held Before Each Meet
Give New Men Chance—Boarding House to Provide Full Schedule for Freshmen

HARVARD ARMORY Next Feb., 21

Practice is now taking place daily at the Field for one of the most extensive indoor meets in Harvard history. Each training list contains the addition of the outdoor board track, the number of early starts, and the addition of another example of the generous assistance being given by the Alumni of the University. The members of the various teams and the track and field athletes are said to be in excellent form. The practice is being conducted in a fashion with maximum results, and the men are using the future track and field meets.

FULL SCHEDULE FOR FRESHMEN

Big Freshman Schedule

Opportunity is given to the various groups of interscholastic men to take part in athletic endeavors. The schedule, which has now been completely set up, will include the following events, each of which will be presented in a separate meeting.

MARCH 3, 1917

The clubs will take place the annual meet of the Ithaca College, with a preliminary program of running and jumping events planned. The meet will be of considerable interest.

MARCH 5th

The spring season will be opened with the annual Outdoor Relay Meet. The races will include the mile, the half-mile, and the 880-yard dash.

MARCH 9th

The freshman and sophomore team will meet with the junior and senior team. The races will include the mile, the half-mile, and the 880-yard dash.

MARCH 17th

The team will hold a practice meet, with a preliminary program of running and jumping events planned. The meet will be of considerable interest.

MARCH 18th

The annual Indoor Relay Meet will be held, with a preliminary program of running and jumping events planned. The meet will be of considerable interest.

MARCH 20th

The senior team will hold a practice meet, with a preliminary program of running and jumping events planned. The meet will be of considerable interest.

MARCH 21st

The freshman team will hold a practice meet, with a preliminary program of running and jumping events planned. The meet will be of considerable interest.

MARCH 23rd

The junior team will hold a practice meet, with a preliminary program of running and jumping events planned. The meet will be of considerable interest.

MARCH 25th

The sophomore team will hold a practice meet, with a preliminary program of running and jumping events planned. The meet will be of considerable interest.

MARCH 27th

The senior team will hold a practice meet, with a preliminary program of running and jumping events planned. The meet will be of considerable interest.

MARCH 28th

The freshman team will hold a practice meet, with a preliminary program of running and jumping events planned. The meet will be of considerable interest.

MARCH 29th

The junior team will hold a practice meet, with a preliminary program of running and jumping events planned. The meet will be of considerable interest.

MARCH 30th

The sophomore team will hold a practice meet, with a preliminary program of running and jumping events planned. The meet will be of considerable interest.

MARCH 31st

The senior team will hold a practice meet, with a preliminary program of running and jumping events planned. The meet will be of considerable interest.

The courses of the various meets will be held at the Harvard Armory, and the results will be announced in the Daily Harvard. The meet will be open to all members of the Harvard Track and Field Association.